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As Frank leaves the fair, he can be seen by a young girl, Casey Newton, who has
brought along a miniature pin that she has been given by her grandfather.

Frank decides to assist her and ask what shes doing. She responds that shes
joining Dr. Nix as a translator, and he invites her to come with him as his

personal assistant. Frank refuses and asks if he might stay with her, and she
introduces him to her grandfather, who tells him that his jetpack had been

rejected, as well as many other prototypes that Frank had shown him, and that
he had seen through them all. The old man tells him, if he wishes to survive this

new world, he must escape the Tomorrowland that his inventions have built.
Knowing about the large-scale, ambitious Tomorrowland theme park, Frank is

not surprised to hear of its creation, and the fact that he has been initially
barred from visiting it, due to his associations with several of the competing

inventors, he wonders if that might mean that someone thinks he is going to try
to steal ideas and technology, unlike the way he helped them out in the past.

Using his jetpack and a large catapult, Frank and Casey soar across the sky and
land near the attraction. Casey reveals that she is a guest at Tomorrowland

because her grandfather was a guest there many years ago. Casey then
explains that shes been given a Pin with a T embossed on it from her

grandfather, to find its meaning, and they both ask Frank to follow them into
the attraction, as the challenge of finding out how to operate its systems makes
for an interesting adventure. Casey tells Frank of the amazing discovery she has
made - there are two other people on board with them. They are David Nix and
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Atlas - a large, muscular, intelligent robot who is David's right-hand man and
the guardian of Tomorrowland. The trio are now faced with a dilemma: they do
not trust Frank or David, and their trust in Casey has been broken. Despite their
doubts, Frank and Casey agree to use the help of Atlas to explore the park, to

uncover the reason for the robots distrust of Frank. In the meantime, David
orders Atlas to find someone called Tinker.
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